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Abstract: Solving complex flows with BGK equation and the Discrete Velocity Method (DVM),
may require a large number of velocity grid points and hence the resolution becomes very slow.
However, locally, in each space cell, the distribution function is supported only on a sub-set of the
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Grilles locales en vitesse pour l’équation BGK
Résumé : La résolution de l’équation BGK pour des écoulements complexes avec la méthode
des vitesses discrètes (DVM) peut nécessiter un grand nombre de points dans la grille de vitesse,
et ainsi, augmenter considérablement le temps de calcul. Cependant, localement, dans chaque
maille spatiale, la fonction de distribution n’est supportée que par un sous ensemble de la grille
en vitesse tout en étant nulle (ou proche de zero ailleurs). Ainsi, résoudre l’équation pour ce type
de vitesse devient inutile. Une approche considérant des grilles locales et adaptées est proposée
et comparée à la solution de BGK sur des grilles entières. Des simulations en 1D et 2D sont
présentées pour différents nombre de Knudsen afin de montrer le gain de temps de calcul obtenu
avec une telle approche.
Mots-clés : Equation de Boltzmann, modèle BGK, DVM
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1 Introduction
In hydrodynamic regimes, fluid flows can be simulated thanks to standard models such as Navier-
Stokes or compressible Euler equations. However, some regimes cannot be qualified as hydrody-
namic and the continuum equations are not able to correctly describe the dynamics of the flow.
The parameter that dictates whether or not a flow is hydrodynamic is the Knudsen number Kn.
It is defined as the ratio between the mean free path λ between the particles and the character-
istic length of the physical problem L. When this number goes towards zero, the hydrodynamic
regime is reached. For large Knudsen number (usually higher than 10−2), the regime is qualified
as rarefied and the governing equation is the Boltzmann equation [9].
Simulating rarefied gas flows for realistic test cases is a challenging problem since the collision
term of the Boltzmann equation is very costly to compute. In particular, solving directly the
Boltzmann equation is usually computationally prohibitive because of the complexity of the
collision operator. Several techniques exist to reduce the cost of this term like Direct Simulation
Monte-Carlo [7], which is a particle solver especially efficient in the rarefied regime. However,
the computational time requirement increases very rapidly [19] as the hydrodynamic regime is
reached. The number of collisions increases and a strong restriction appears on the time step.
For this reason, attempts have been made to derive numerical solvers for the Boltzmann equation
which are not based on particles [22]. A particularly successful model is the BGK model [6],
in which the collision term of Boltzmann equation is greatly simplified. It models the collision
term as a relaxation towards a Maxwellian distribution function. More recently, an extension
to BGK has been widely studied to include thermal effects which are not correctly represented
in the standard BGK model. It is the ES-BGK model [3].The ability of this model to correctly
approximate the full Boltzmann equation had been studied in [2]. For small relaxation time, a
strong restriction on the time step exists also for the BGK model, but it can be easily treated
by using implicit schemes, such as IMEX ([21], [17], [13]). Recently, this technique has been
extended to the efficient integration of the ES-BGK model ([1], [15]). IMEX numerical schemes
provide efficient solvers which give the correct asymptotic properties ([16], [14]). Such models
are used usually with the discrete velocity method (DVM) [8], that requires a discretization of
the velocity space. The same global velocity grid is employed for each space discretization point.
A major bottleneck of such an approach is the size of the velocity grid. Indeed, the boundaries
of the velocity grid have to be determined according to the maximum velocity and temperature
in the flow while its spacing depends on the minimum temperature. In realistic test cases like
hypersonic atmosphere re-entries or satellite engines, very strong gradients in temperature can
be observed. The solution needs a very large and fine grid. Thus the computational requirements
increase quickly and make the phenomenon difficult to simulate especially in 3D.
This important problem has already been addressed in [11]. There, an AMR technique is
presented in velocity space for the unified gas-kinetic scheme [24]. A careful work has been
carried out on the error estimation due to quad/octree meshes to make the method accurate.
Since the grids are not connected, interpolation is required in the transport step, to match the
velocity grids in the neighbouring space cells. This interpolation can lead to approximation errors
and possible increasing computational time. In [4] a criteria to decide whether or note the grid
has to be refined or coarsened is presented and proves to be efficient with and AMR algorithm
for steady flows. However, dealing with unsteady flows requires a grid adaptation at each time
step and thus, interpolation of the solution between two successive grids.
In this paper, a local velocity grid approach is presented for the BGK model. The idea is to
build thanks to simple algorithms local velocity grids in each space cell, keeping a high accuracy
and saving as much computational time as possible. The proposed approach is at worse as
expensive as a standard DVM.
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The new approach presented here avoids interpolations and refinement steps. Our numerical
tests show that this method significantly decreases the computational time since the velocity
grid is often drastically reduced with a negligible overhead. The efficiency of the method will be
presented on 1D and 2D test cases for different regimes.
2 Governing equations
In this section, we detail the full model and its 1D and 2D reductions.
2.1 The BGK model
A typical property of the Boltzmann equation is given by the Chapman-Enskog expansion [10].
It ensures the asymptotic limit towards Navier-Stokes equation for small Knudsen numbers
(Kn ≃ 10−3) and towards compressible Euler equations for Kn → 0. The BGK model re-
spect this property and is an approximation of the Boltzmann equation particularly viable for
moderate Knudsen number, in the kinetic regime (roughly Kn ≤ 1). This model gives a simple
representation of the collision term:
∂f
∂t
(x, ξ, t) + ξ · ▽xf(x, ξ, t) =
1
τ
(Mf (x, ξ, t)− f(x, ξ, t)) (1)
where τ is the relaxation time and f is a density distribution function that depends on space
x ∈ Rd, microscopic velocity ξ ∈ RN , and time t with f0(x, ξ, t = 0) as initial data. Mf is a
Maxwellian distribution function obtained as follows:










where R is the universal gas constant and T (x, t), U(x, t) and ρ(x, t) are macroscopic values of
























ρRT (x, t) +
1
2
ρ(x, t) | U(x, t) |2 (4)
We consider a monoatomic gas for which the ratio of specific heats γ can be calculated as:
γ = 1 +
2
N
In the following, N = 3 and therefore γ=5/3.
The relaxation time for the BGK model can be written as:
τ−1 = cρT 1−ν
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where c is a constant that depends on the reference conditions and ν is the exponent of the




where µ0 is the reference viscosity of the gas at the reference temperature T0.
In the following, we will consider the BGK equation in dimensionless form, that is:
∂f
∂t
(x, ξ, t) + ξ · ▽xf(x, ξ, t) =
1
τ
(Mf(x, ξ, t) − f(x, ξ, t)) (5)












ρ, U and T are now the dimensionless macroscopic quantities and Kn∞ is the Knudsen number
in reference conditions.
For 1D and 2D cases, the non leading dimension can be dropped in velocity (two in 1D
and one in 2D) by integrating the distribution function directly along these dimensions. Two
distribution functions φ and ψ of lower dimensions are obtained to create the reduced model (see




∂tφ(x, ξu, t) + ξu∂xφ(x, ξu, t) =
1
τ
(Mφ(x, ξu, t)− φ(x, ξu, t))
∂tψ(x, ξu, t) + ξu∂xψ(x, ξu, t) =
1
τ






















2.2 The discrete model in velocity space















This is essential to ensure conservation of mass, momentum and energy because multiplying (1)









In the discrete case, a grid must be introduced in velocity space and the integrals are evaluated
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due to the error introduced by the quadrature rule and conservation would not hold exactly.

























For the 1D reduced model, this expression becomes :
〈M̃φ,m1(ξ)〉+ 〈M̃ψ, e3〉 = 〈f,m1(ξ)〉 (10)
with e3 = (0, 0, 1)




In 2D, the discrete Maxwellian of φ and ψ is such as:
〈M̃φ,m2(ξ)〉 + 〈M̃ψ, e4〉 = 〈f,m(ξ)〉 (11)
with e4 = (0, 0, 0, 1)
T and m2 = (1, ξu, ξv,
1
2
|ξU + ξv|2)T .
Equation (10) and (11) are a non linear system in α which can be solved with a Newton-
Raphson method. The solution in the continuous case (αc) will be the starting value for the
Newton-Raphson algorithm.
In our case, the trapezoidal quadrature rule is used because it has spectral accuracy for smooth
and periodic functions on a uniform grid. For this reason we use a uniform grid symmetric with
respect to zero and such that f is negligible outside the grid. In 1D, the velocity grid is defined
as:
G = (ξi)i=−nv ..nv with ξi = i∆ξ
For multidimensional cases, the same discretization is performed independently in all directions.
3 The numerical method
Since the two equations for φ and ψ have the same structure, the numerical method will be
presented for one equation only where the function f will stand for φ and ψ and Mf the corre-
sponding Maxwellian. We use a finite volume method and it will be described for the 2D reduced
model.
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3.1 The space discretization









[xi−1/2, xi+1/2]× [yj−1/2, yj+1/2]
such that (xi, yj) are the coordinates of the center of the cell (i, j) and (xi+1/2, yj) are the
coordinates of the center of the interface between cells (i, j) and (i + 1, j). Eq.(5) is integrated

































fdxdy and Mfi,j = M̃f (xi, yj) the discrete Maxwellian compute from
(9).
Since a uniform Cartesian grid is considered, the equation can be simply rewritten in terms








,j − Fi− 1
2







(Mfi,j − fi,j) (13)
with Fi+ 1
2
,j the numerical flux between cell Ωi,j and cell Ωi+1,j (with a similar notation for the
other fluxes) which is expressed as :
Fi+ 1
2
,j = max(0, ξ)fl +min(0, ξ)fr (14)
with fr and fl the values of f on the two sides of the interface. The numerical expression of the
distribution functions fl, fr depends on the reconstruction used at the numerical interface. For
a first order reconstruction, fl = fi,j and fr = fi+1,j . One can also use a MUSCL reconstruction




fl = fi,j +
1
2
MinMod(fi+1,j − fi,j , fi,j − fi−1,j)
fr = fi+1,j −
1
2
MinMod(fi+1,j − fi,j , fi+2,j − fi+1,j)
(15)
3.2 The time discretization
The time discretization can be performed explicitly for all terms. But in this case, the time step
would be determined by the space discretization (∆x), the maximum velocity of the velocity grid
and the relaxation time τ . For small Knudsen numbers, the relaxation part becomes very stiff (τ
very small) and imposes a very strong restriction on the time step. For this reason, the IMEX
scheme [21], [20] is chosen. Here the relaxation term is treated implicitly while the convective
part is non stiff an explicit scheme can be more efficient.
The time integration for a ν-stages IMEX Runge-Kutta scheme [17] applied to (13) reads as
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− f (1)i,j )
(16)
where A and Ã are ν× ν matrices, with Ãi,s = 0 if s ≥ i and Ai,s = 0 if s > i. These coefficients





It is worth to remark that to compute the stage k (f
(k)
i,j ), we need to know the Maxwellian
at stage k which depends a priori on the moments of f
(k)
i,j . But we observe that if we compute















Ak,l < m(ξ), (M
(l)
fi,j
− f (l)i,j ) >
=< m(ξ), fni,j > −∆t
k−1∑
l=1
Ãk,l < m(ξ), ξ∇xf (l)i,j >





i,j are the same. The moments of f
(k)
i,j can be then computed
using already known quantities and therefore the discrete MaxwellianM
(k)
fi,j
at stage k is obtained.



























i,j can be then computed explicitly since the right hand side is known.
In our case, we will be interested in first and second order scheme.





Explicit scheme Implicit scheme
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4 A local velocity grid approach
Here, the local velocity approach is presented. In a first part, the algorithm will be described in
1D. Then the approach will be extended to a multidimensional space.
4.1 The 1D algorithm
We start describing the construction of the local velocity grid in 1D. For test cases with strong
shocks or with high temperature or velocity differences, the boundaries of the velocity grid have
to be very extended with a fine grid spacing. Usually the grid is defined with the following
conditions:












with |U |max the maximum absolute value of the macroscopic velocity and Tmax the maximum
temperature over space and time. The velocity grid is then taken symmetric with respect to
zero. The first condition ensures that most of the distribution function (more than 99.99%) is
contained in the grid for every space cell at any time t if it is not too far from the Maxwellian
distribution function. The last condition ensures that the Maxwellian distribution function will
be always defined on at least three grid points. In spatial cells, the distribution function will be
concentrated on a sub-part of the global velocity grid and will be zero (or negligible) elsewhere.
The idea of the present work is to avoid the computation of the distribution function where
it is negligible and more specifically, where the convective fluxes will be zero or negligible.
Local grids in velocity are chosen for each space cell based on the macroscopic quantities.
Each local grid is a sub-set of the global velocity grid which would be the one chosen thanks to
(17).
In particular, considering a global velocity grid with a set of Nv velocity points (ξk)k=1,Nv ,
the local grid on a cell i is set as follows:
ξ̂imin = ξl such that ξl = max
k∈[1,Nv]
(ξk ≤ Ui − α
√
Ti)
ξ̂imax = ξl such that ξl = min
k∈[1,Nv]









respectively the minimum and maximum velocity node contained in the local grid for the space
cell i. Note that in this way, the interfaces of velocity cells belonging to different local grids are
aligned. Then, no interpolation is needed to compute the numerical fluxes in the transport step.
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Indeed, all the local grids are based on the global grid. Thus, ξ is outside the local grid at tn,
f(x, ξ, tn) is set to zero.
Defining in such a way the local velocity grids is not enough as the gas evolves. Let us
consider the case where a velocity point ξk exists in the velocity grid of a given space cell but not
in the velocity grid of the neighbour cell. Even small, the value of the distribution function fi,k
is not zero in the first cell while fi+1,k = 0. Thus a small flux is created and it must contribute
to update fi,k and fi+1,k. But for the cell that does not contain this microscopic velocity, the
value of the distribution function cannot be updated unless that point is included in the local
grid and may become non negligible in long time. Hence, at the beginning of the time step, the
local grids will be set at the union of the local grids contained in the stencil of the numerical flux



















max are respectively the new minimum and maximum velocity contained in the local
grid for cell i. This step ensures that not only the distribution function is zero outside the local
grid but the numerical fluxes at the grid interfaces are also zero.
For a second order scheme in space, there are actually two more cells involved in the stencil
of the transport step for each cell. Indeed, to calculate the flux between cell i and cell i+ 1, one
needs the slopes in cell i and in cell i + 1. In the cell i + 1 the slopes are calculated with (15)

























With this approach, the maximum microscopic velocity used for the computation of the trans-
port step is not necessarily the maximum velocity of the global grid G. It may also vary in time
but it remains at most the maximum velocity of the global grid. To improve the computational
time, at each time step a new ∆t can be computed considering the maximum velocity ξmax of
all the local velocity grids. This modification may reduce the CPU time in all cases where the
maximum velocity of the global grid grid is not contained in any local grid.
This approach ensures that for a Maxwellian distribution function and α ≥ 5 the density
error is less than 10−6. However, the error can be larger for high Knudsen numbers, when the
distribution function is not Maxwellian. In order to account for these cases, the local grid at
the new time step is chosen as follows. First, in a space cell i at time tn, the local grid Gni is
estimated as in (18). Then a test is performed on the distribution function to check that the new
local grid contains a significant part (set with a tolerance) of the distribution function stored in
















where tol a tolerance (set to 10−5 in all numerical test cases). If (21) does not hold, Gni = Gn−1i .
Finally, the union of the neighbour velocity grids is performed as in (20).
Defining the local velocity grids in such a way ensures that if all the distribution function is
contained in the local grids at the first time step, the convective fluxes outside the local grids
are zero even if the distribution function is not a Maxwellian.
Inria















Figure 1: Representation of velocity-space cells in phase space in 1D. Local grids defined in cell
i− 1, i, i+ 1 before the union are in solid lines and stencil used for the transport in space cell i
after the union is in dashed lines. Cells in the local grid for space cell i are hatched. Cells with
marker ⋆ are cells added after the union.
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Let us summarize the algorithm to define the local grid in the space cell i at the beginning
of each time step for a 1D case. Let Gn−1i be the grid used in the previous time step:
1. Compute the maximum and minimum velocity required with respect to the parameter α,
the macroscopic velocity and the temperature as in (18)
2. Check if the distribution function fni is contained in the new local grid Gni with respect to
a tolerance as in (21). Otherwise set Gni = Gn−1i .
3. Perform the union with the neighbour local velocity grids with (20)
4. Compute the numerical fluxes using the new grid and evolve fn+1i .
Note that step 2 is not performed at t=0 because the distribution function at t=0 is initialized
with the local Maxwellian in each space cell. Thus the criteria on the standard deviation is
enough to initialize the local velocity grids with good accuracy.
4.2 The multidimensional space algorithm
The extension to multidimensional space is quite straightforward. The same approach is used
along all dimensions independently. By considering the local macroscopic velocity and local
temperature, criteria (18) is applied to construct the local grid in each space direction with the
corresponding component of the macroscopic velocity. The maximum and minimum microscopic
velocity (ξ̂max = (ξ̂u,max, ξ̂v,max, ξ̂w,max) and ξ̂min = (ξ̂u,min, ξ̂v,min, ξ̂w,min) in 3D) are then
computed along each space direction independently. To make sure of including all non zero flux
on non-existing velocities (as described in 1D), a union of the neighbour velocity grids has to
be performed. In multidimensional cases, the fluxes are calculated with a directional splitting.
Each local grid has to include all the local grids involved in the transport step. For example, in














As in the 1D case, this kind of approach might not be accurate away from the hydrodynamic
regime. Therefore, the same correction of the local velocity grid is applied based on the integral
of the distribution function (Eq.(21)).
The local grids are then a sub-rectangle of the global grid in 2D and a brick in 3D.
5 Numerical results
In this section numerical results will be presented in 1D and 2D. The computation for the 2D
test cases is done in parallel.
5.1 Test case 1: Two interacting blast waves
5.1.1 Hydrodynamic regime
This test case was initially introduced by Woodward and Colella [23]. It is a popular test case
that shows the ability of a scheme to correctly capture very strong shock waves in the continuum




ρ = 1, u = 0, p = 1000 in [0,0.1] (region A)
ρ = 1, u = 0, p = 0.01 in [0.1,0.9] (region B)
ρ = 1, u = 0, p = 100 in [0.9,1] (region C)
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BGK local grid α=6
Euler
Figure 3: Test case 1, Kn = 10−5: Density (left) and temperature (right) solution with 500 grid
points in space
In each subdomain, the distribution function is initialized as a Maxwellian. Due to the large
temperature differences, the support of each Maxwellian is very different as shown on Figure 2.
At the boundaries of the domain, solid walls reflect the waves. The classic specular reflection
is applied. The Knudsen number is set to 10−5 and the simulation is stopped at t=0.01. Second
order schemes in space and time are used. The global velocity grid is computed as in (17). In this
case, the velocity space is [-160,160] and is discretized uniformly with 3200 grid points for the
global grid. The solution is shown on Figure 3 for the temperature and the density. The solid line
corresponds to the solution of the BGK equation on the global grid, the dashed line corresponds
to the solution of compressible Euler equations while the solution for the BGK equation with
the local grid method and α = 6 is represented with + signs.
The local velocity grids are defined as in (18) and (21), and we investigate the performance
of the scheme as a function of the parameter α. Note that increasing α means that the local grid
boundaries are enlarged. Figure 4 shows the boundaries of the local grids as a function of space
when only criteria (18) is used with α = 6. Taking into account the second criteria enlarges the
local grid around shocks. Comparing it with the global grid (in solid lines) highlights that the
local grid includes only a fraction of the global grid points.
Figures 5 and 6 show the normalized errors in L1, L2 and L∞ norm for the density, velocity
and energy for several values of α. The behaviour for large values of α is also presented in
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Figure 4: Test case 1, Kn = 10−5: Maximum and minimum velocity in the local grid for α = 6











where Lp is the standard Lpnorm, ρ
G
is the solution for ρ on the global grid, ρ
Gv
is the solution
for ρ with the local grid method.
It is observed that the error decreases fast and for α ≥ 6 the error is already lower than 10−6
in all norms. It remains stable for large values of α.
One can also compute the conservation error on mass and energy normalized by the initial
value of mass and energy respectively (Figure 7) as a function of α. This error has a similar
behaviour and reaches quickly machine precision (which corresponds to the conservation error






























































Figure 5: Test case 1, Kn = 10−5: L1 (left) and L2 (right) error on density, velocity and energy
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Figure 6: Test case 1, Kn = 10−5: L∞ error on density, velocity and energy
































































Figure 7: Test case 1, Kn = 10−5: Conservation error
on the global grid) since the scheme is conservative.
Results on Figure 8 show the fractions of the computational time and of the total number
of velocity grid points used with respect to the global grid calculation as function of α. These
results are obtained with a constant time step defined with the maximum velocity of the global
grid. Even for α = 600 the velocity grid does not coincide with the global grid because of the
presence of regions where the temperature is small. Indeed, in such areas the standard deviation
of the Maxwellian is small (∼ 0.1) and a large value of α is required to get the whole grid (α ∼
1600). If the time step is defined at each iteration with the maximum velocity contained in the
local grids (but still constant in space), the computational time can be significantly reduced when
the maximum velocity of the global grid is not contained in any local grid. Figure 9 shows the
comparison of the computational time obtained with a constant time step and a variable time
step defined as above.
The largest gain is obtained for small values of α. But even with higher values, there is still
a gain. For instance, for α = 6, the error is below 10−6 with a conservation error below 10−5
while the gain in CPU time is around 50% using less than 75% of the global grid.
5.1.2 Rarefied regime
Here the method is tested on the same test case but with a higher Knudsen number. In particular,
we consider Kn = 10−2 as an intermediate regime, and Kn = 1 for the fully kinetic regime.
In these cases, the error of the method is larger with respect to the case at low Knudsen
RR n° 8472
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Total number of velocity grid points
Computational time
Figure 8: Test case 1, Kn = 10−5: Normalized number of velocity grid points used and compu-
tational time with respect to the global grid calculation



















Computational time, constant dt







Figure 9: Test case 1, Kn = 10−5: Normalized number of velocity grid points used and compu-
tational time with respect to the global grid calculation
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Figure 10: Test case 1, Kn = 10−2: L∞ error on density, velocity and energy (left) with a zoom
on small values of α (right)
































































Figure 11: Test case 1, Kn = 1: L∞ error on density, velocity and energy (left) with a zoom on
small values of α (right)
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Total number of velocity grid points
Figure 12: Computational time and total number of velocity grid points used for Kn = 10−2
(left) and Kn = 1 (right)
number because the distribution function may be more diffusive than the Maxwellian and thus
the conservation error may increase as Kn grows. Since the shape of the distribution function is
not close to a Maxwellian distribution function, criteria (21) on the integral of the distribution
function has to be used. Hence, the error still goes towards zero for reasonable values of α. We
show the results on the error in L∞ on Figures 11. In other norms, the errors behave similarly.
These results also show that for α around 5, there is a kink in the error. This occurs when the
conservation criteria (21) becomes less restrictive than the criteria on α. Typically, for these
values of α (around 5) the more restrictive criteria switches from one to another during the
calculation. The same behaviour can be observed in the following error curves relative to 2D
hydrodynamic or kinetic regime.
The gain in the computational time (see Figure 12) is much smaller than for Kn = 10−5
because the relaxation time is too high to redistribute the particles as a Maxwellian distribution
function after the convective step. Then, after several time steps, the distribution function lies
on a large part of the velocity grid in all cells. But a gain of about 15% can be obtained for a
relative error of 10−4, which is obtained at α = 6.
5.2 Test case 2: A Mach 3 wind tunnel with a step
5.2.1 The hydrodynamic regime
Here, the local grid method is tested on a 2D case. A flow at M = 3 propagates in a tunnel with
a step. A shock is created on the step and then is reflected on the top of the tunnel. Strong
shocks propagate and interact with themselves and with the boundaries. This is also a difficult
test case for the discrete velocity model because of the step geometry. The temperature profile
is shown in Figure 13.
The domain is [0,3]×[0,1]. The step lies from x = 0.6 to x = 3 and goes from y = 0 to y = 0.2.
The spatial domain is discretized with 150×50 cells. The Knudsen number is set to 10−5. The
global velocity space is [-20,20]×[-20,20] discretized on a Cartesian grid with 61 grid points in
each direction. It is built to satisfy conditions (17).
The error is calculated with respect to the BGK solution on the whole velocity grid for
different values of α for density, velocity and temperature. The L∞ norm of this error is plotted
on Figures 14. Other norms behave similarly.
As for the 1D case, the error on macroscopic variables goes quickly towards zero as α grows.
For values of α between 5 and 10, the error is lower than 10−4 in all norms.
Inria
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Figure 13: Solution for the temperature (Kn = 10−5)



































Figure 14: Test case 2, Kn = 10−5: L∞ error on density, velocity and temperature
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Number of velocity grid points
Figure 15: Normalized number of velocity grid point used and computational time with respect
to the full grid calculation for one iteration on one processor (Kn = 10−5)
Figure 15 shows the computational time and the total number of velocity grid points used
for one iteration on one processor. It shows a good scalability of the method with respect to the
number of velocity grid points. For small values of α (≤ 5) the computational time becomes less
sensitive to the number of velocity grid points used because the execution time of some parts
of the code is independent or almost independent of the number of velocity grid points. For
example, the time required to compute the Maxwellian distribution function is mostly due to
the solution of the non-linear system in (11) and the number of space cells.
The computational time to get the solution at t=1.2 has also been compared for constant and
variable time steps. Also the total number of velocity grid points used for the whole calculation
(see Figure 16). It shows that the method is efficient because the computational time scales well
with the number of velocity grid points. With α = 10, less than 30% of the whole grid is used
and the computational time is reduced by more than 50% with a good accuracy (the L∞norm
is lower than 10−6 for all variables).
We also display the number of velocity grid points used in each cell at the final time (Figure
17). More detail is needed in the regions where there are sharp gradients, and where the gas is
far from equilibrium. The width of the grid is determined by the temperature and thus it follows
the temperature profile (compare Figure 13 and 17).
5.2.2 The rarefied regime
The same test case is presented but with a Knudsen number set to 10−2. Here, the distribution
function will no longer be close to a Maxwellian. The criteria (21) on the integral of the dis-
tribution function is more restrictive than the criteria involving α especially for small values of
α. The results on the error in L∞norm are shown in Figure 18 while the computational gains
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Figure 16: Normalized number of velocity grid point used and computational time with respect




Figure 17: Number of velocity grid points used in each cell at t=1.2 for α = 10 (Kn = 10−5)
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Figure 18: Test case 2, Kn = 10−2: L∞ error on density, velocity and temperature
appear in Figure 19. For α = 10, the error is of the order of 10−5 and the CPU time is again
reduced by more than 50%.
5.3 Test case 3: the blunt body at Mach 10
Another 2D test case is presented to show the efficiency of the method on a Cartesian grid with
immersed boundaries. A cylinder is immersed in a flow at Mach 10. A shock develops on the
body and very strong differences of temperature and velocity will appear in the field. We consider
Kn = 10−5 and therefore we impose the Euler-AP boundary condition on the cylinder [5].
This test requires a very large and fine velocity grid to capture all the phenomena. The
domain is [-2,0]× [0,4] and is discretized with 50× 100 cells in space. The global velocity space
is discretized in 101×101 cells in [-50,50]×[-50,50].
The solution is taken at convergence to steady state and the error obtained with the local
grids is calculated with respect to the solution on the global velocity grid (Figure 20).
Taking an error of the order of 10−6 (see Figures 20) corresponds to α = 6 and gives a gain
about 70% of the computational time (see Figure 21).
In Figure 21, one can note that for the smallest value of α (α = 2), the number of grid
points used is actually larger than for α = 3. This is due to the criteria on the integral (21)
which is more restrictive and imposes to enlarge the grid to include all points where f cannot be
disregarded. This occurs also in the case of the wind tunnel (see Figure 19).
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Figure 19: Test case 2, Kn = 10−2: Normalized number of velocity grid points used and com-
putational time with respect to the full grid calculation































Figure 20: Test case 3, Kn = 10−5: L∞ error on density, velocity and temperature
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Total number of velocity grid points
Figure 21: Test case 3, Kn = 10−5: Normalized number of velocity grid points used and com-
putational time with respect to the full grid calculation
6 Conclusion
We presented an approach to solve problems governed by the BGK equation where high tem-
perature or velocity gradients are present in the field. This method is based on the construction
of local velocity grids. In each space cell, the local grid is determined by the local macroscopic
velocity and temperature. These quantities a-priori determine the shape of the corresponding
Maxwellian distribution function. Thus, at each time step, the local grid is defined ensuring that
all regions where the local Maxwellian is not negligible are included. Next a criteria on conser-
vation is added to the algorithm to avoid mass and energy loss in the kinetic regime where the
distribution function is far from the local Maxwellian. The local grid is characterized by having
always the same grid spacing and coincide with the global velocity grid. This ensures that no
interpolation is required between neighbouring space cells, avoiding the overhead typical of non
uniform grids. Though the scheme is very simple, the computational gain is relevant, especially
close to the hydrodynamic regime. These gains are observed also in parallel computations. In
future work, this method will be extended to the ES-BGK model to deal with the correct Prandtl
number and to 3D test cases where the gain expected is even larger.
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